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When the lamp has travelled across the sky 
 

When the lamp has travelled across the sky 
In some short strides, silently, to breathe 

Down the vast, narrow edges and to wreath 
A far away land that’s drawing nigh 

To day unseen by these glistening eyes, 
Which were once in wonder wide open: 

Such valour and glory that did make men 
Attend to sweat out of their hives 

In a distant place; and when after struggle, bargain, 
Sell, and purchase, they run again home to meet 
Their sons and daughters who merrily them greet 

And their kisses and wishes upon them rain. 
And they who to labour did wake 

Have sowed the sweet-seeds, or reaped 
And in stocks at homes have it heaped. 

He, who by this very light did make 
A hut by these woods and brooks, stands 
Upon the protruding roof to have a look 
At the receding lamp. While some cook 

From the yields of day by these very hands- 
That are rough with lines sketched like 

Thunder and lightning against thick clouds 
And like rains fall off these living shrouds 

That did wrap a soul but now dislike; 
No less disown like the lamp of light 

And when this lamp does flicker at its last 
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It shines more bright and then goes past 
The bloom and tide that wail in their plight 
Who does ever hear them? None can say: 
For this abundant absence is wholly lone 

And for all surrounding is known 
Of the gloom that would surely lay 

Far and wide its yawning tide. 
Then the lamp would bow down; 

The sea and the sky would it crown; 
Behind them would it crouch and hide, 

Till the hour it sees a faint crimson glow: 
That owns all similar curves. 

As hours ripe, like flocks of white furred doves 
It hangs against the darkling sky, though 

That’s glittered full round the brim of shores 
With countless blinking tiny eyes 

That fill in, consoling the heavy sighs, 
Now that it's gone to others' doors. 

But lo! the sea still shines bright 
Still present are mammoths making momentary fountains 

On high backs, now their skin collects rains 
That mirrors more miraculous a sight. 

 

  


